Whereas Joseph Lyon is a candidate for the races of 2020 Senator and Grand Marshal,

Whereas Joseph Lyon is currently serving as the Web Technologies Group Chairperson,

Whereas members of the Elections Commission and officers of the Web Technologies Group (as designated by the Club Management System) are considered “Admins” of elections.union.rpi.edu, and as such have the ability to edit both website and candidate information,

Recognizing that this is a potential conflict of interest,

The Elections Commission requires that Joseph Lyon abdicate his admin position as a member of the Web Technologies Group, but do not require that he gives up his position as Chair.

For: Cameron Riley, Lucas Davis, Meilun Liu, Keenan Adams, Stephanie Tan, Rachel Antmann, Andrew Dibiasio, Samantha Meyerson, Joe Venusto

Against:

Abstaining:

Passes 9-0-0